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3). We need a plan for a multi-platform
deployment strategy where we use a file

system for Windows Server that is >5GB in
size, and a file system for Linux servers that is

>10GB in size, and an on-prem deployment
strategy that is >20GB in size. Since our file

system has a size limit of 12TB, we're not
really going to be able to use NTFS and its /m
command (a file system command used for

grow/shrink operations) and shrinking it to get
under 12TB. We use a combination of NTFS
and ext4 for our file system. Some of our
deployments have used a combination of

NTFS and exFAT. We should consider using
XFS for Linux. 6). Our cumulative downloads
are roughly the size of our available capacity
on our servers. It is possible that we have too

much data in them, and we may need to
consider moving data to another location. We
can do that. .NET 6 still has a long way to go.
My goal was to have a version that could be

released in.NET 7 RC that didn't break any sort
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of API, has reasonable performance, and that
could be easily ported to Mono. I wanted to

stay away from massive performance changes
such as adding SSE-4.1 or AVX-512, but

improve the existing baseline. I was able to
make progress on #4, #6 and #7. return

Tuple.Create(5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25); We
would then need to inline the call site. That

would look something like this, if we are using
full-rate inlining: We should make it easier to

write apps (and implicitly sites and other APIs)
that make no assumptions about the.NET Core
runtime version at all (this is the discussion on

GitHub thread). dotnet/coreclr#21420
provides a mechanism for working around that
by allowing one to compile against a specific

.NET Core version without changing the
projects metadata or configuration. This

should help apps evolve with the.NET Core
SDK; one has to choose whether to use a

specific version of System.Runtime or deal
with runtime version incompatibility, but that
choice is not necessary if the SDK version is

known. 5ec8ef588b
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